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ABSTRACT

This article draws together three issues—the environment, health, and (in)justice—with the overall purpose of articulating an agenda for policy and research that works towards improved justice and sustainability in the environmental health arena. Considerable research in the United States and elsewhere has shown that both environmental exposures and poor health are more prevalent in populations that are marginalized by race and social class (typically measured as income). The logical next step has been to attempt to establish concrete cause-effect links between health effects and environmental exposures in order to mobilize government action to reduce these disparities. However, we caution against pursuing such causal links alone as a necessary precondition for just and sustainable environmental health policy. We instead argue for a framework that considers both environmental justice and health inequality in terms of compounded disadvantage at the community level. We support a precautionary approach to action that simultaneously pays due attention to the processes leading to injustices/inequities as well as remediating current patterns of injustice/inequity.

INTRODUCTION

Environmental justice has become such a potentially vast area of action and research enquiry that it is worthwhile to highlight powerful conceptual and theoretical linkages that already do and should continue to guide such work. Yet we are concerned about an over-emphasis in certain areas—particularly cause-effect linkages between environment and health—to the expense of other areas of enquiry and action. Though physical health may not be linked to disproportionate environmental degradation, the latter is often still worthy of corrective action and prevention.

Identifying and mitigating the negative environmental effects of development has been a focus of research and activism since the beginning of the industrial era. The intensity of environmental exploitation has increased dramatically in the last two and a half centuries, with concomitant effects on ecosystem and human health. For example, the Canadian Medical Association estimates 21,000 Canadians will die from air pollution in 2008 alone.¹ In this article, we are concerned primarily with the distribution of such impacts over space and particularly among different social groups and the processes that generate such distributions. We recognize that environmental exploitation (e.g., the extraction and use of renewable and non-renewable resources and the release of pollutants into the air, water, and soil) can generate economic and social benefits, but they often also generate risks to health and quality of life. Our interest is in better understanding how to interpret the differential burden of health and environmental risks borne by certain groups in society, groups that often do not share equally in the economic and social benefits generated by environmental exploitation. Though readers of this journal are no strangers to understanding this lack of proportionality.

¹ Dr. Wakefield is Associate Professor, Department of Geography, at the University of Toronto. Dr. Baxter is Associate Professor, Department of Geography, at the University of Western Ontario in London, Ontario.
through the lens of environmental (in)justice or (in)equity,* we are concerned that the gaze remains holistic.

Though we are using the terms justice and equity interchangeably here they are rooted in Rawls' broader ideas about social justice that deny using "for the greater good" as legitimating disproportionately poor health and environments for the marginalized and/or disadvantaged.⁵ Indeed environmental justice may be considered a particular case of social justice where physical environmental degradation (e.g., hazardous facilities, chemical contamination, air pollution) and increasingly, social environmental arrangements (e.g., housing, transportation, urban design) are involved. Yet, definitions of environmental justice often include health specifically. For example Bullard⁶ defines environmental justice as something very fundamental as, "embracing the principle that all people and communities are entitled to equal protection of environmental and public health laws and regulations" (493). Yet this assumes that legal frameworks are in place to guide such protection—which is often not the case, particularly outside the U.S.

This article draws together three main bodies of theory and research: environmental justice, health inequalities, and environment and health. We highlight connections between these literatures for the purpose of reinforcing an agenda for research into environmental inequality that is theoretically and methodologically robust, and which can be used in a variety of national and international contexts to interrogate the impact of socioeconomic structures, government policies, and institutions in mitigating or reinforcing inequities. The agenda we propose is not entirely new, but we highlight and pull together some threads developing in the literature to encourage future work in these areas. One avenue for studying environmental justice is to conduct studies which show the coincidence of high pollution exposure, poor health, and socioeconomic disadvantage. The hypothesis is that pollution causes negative physical health effects and the pollution itself is located disproportionately in places of high socioeconomic disadvantage. In effect, pollution inequity is identified as a key cause of health inequality alongside well-known findings concerning health inequalities from other aspects of socioeconomic status⁵ (see Figure 1). Our basic position in this article is to caution against prioritizing the establishment of causal links between environmental inequity and health inequalities as the primary means of addressing inequalities in either or both realms—especially if this excludes other meaningful avenues of enquiry. Though we are certain pollution, poor health, and social disadvantage coincide in time and space, we are concerned that the search for places with such explicit causal associations will be frustrated by the limitations of research design and data availability in the here and now. That is, the affected communities will suffer from a scientific approach that is by design conservative, cautionary, and thus prone to false negative findings.⁷ It is difficult enough to show that exposure to environmental pollution causes negative health outcomes, and that difficulty is compounded if one wants to further show that that pollution exposure is an underlying cause of health inequality. One approach is to exercise the precautionary principle when interpreting the results of such studies, since it is very difficult for the victims of environmental injustice to rail against scientific findings, particularly if they are published in ostensibly neutral scientific journals.⁸ A second is to adopt a more holistic view of these problems.

Though such "causal" research should indeed continue, we are nevertheless concerned that other meaningful efforts to research environmental inequality and health inequality continue—e.g., ethnographic and other case studies, research informed by critical theory, legal analyses, and political ecological research.⁷ In this article, we lay out a simple framework for understanding environmental injustice as compounded disadvantage (Figure 2), rather than as the somewhat linear and limiting single exposure linked to a single physical health outcome as depicted in Figure 1. That is, overall we must not lose sight of a more holistic and community-focused model, whereby inequities in both health and environments are problems in their own right and need not be causally linked as a basis for action.

In order to expand on this position we briefly review how the connections between environment and health have traditionally been understood by environmental justice and health researchers. We then elaborate a new, broader, conceptual framework for understanding environmental inequality and health, and discuss the implications of this latter framework for research that could serve to bridge the gaps that currently exist between environmental justice, health inequalities, and environment and health research.

---

* A note on terminology: Environmental justice is the term often used to refer to the movement that seeks to reduce the disproportionate environmental impacts on marginalized communities, particularly communities of color. Cutter (1995) suggests studies of environmental equity have been more open to investigating other axes of difference beyond race (social class, gender, etc.), but also less likely to emphasize the root causes of inequity (e.g., colonialism and structural racism). The use of "environmental equity" is thus politically charged for some, in that it may signal a denial of presumed root causes. However, the term "equity" is often used outside of the U.S. and in the health literature. In this article, we use both terms relatively interchangeably, tending to use "inequity" to describe existing conditions and the research that describes them, and "justice" to describe both the ideal and the movement that works towards it.

---

EQUITY, HEALTH, AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT

Although environmental concerns have been related to justice issues from at least the early industrial era,⁹ most observers tie the rise of environmental justice, as both a concept and a stream within the environmental movement, to the environmental activism of communities of color in the United States at the end of the twentieth century. Protests by poor black residents brought attention to the disproportionate siting of noxious facilities in communities of color,⁹ an assertion that was empirically
verified in a later United Church of Christ report and confirmed in a follow-up report 20 years later. As Palamar notes, certain communities are often targeted for potentially hazardous facilities that are unwanted elsewhere:

companies and localities seeking sites for garbage dumps and incinerators will find the least resistance from small (under 25,000 people), rural, poor, under-educated, minority communities whose jobs are primarily located in resource extraction and development industries (such as mining, agriculture, or timber). In other words, they would find the least resistance from (and be most successful in locating in) poor, minority communities ... Quite simply, some groups are paying a much higher price for industrial development than others. (88)

Subsequent research has identified that low-income and minority populations are disproportionately exposed to a wide range of potential or actual environmental

FIG. 1. Common view of the relationships between individual/community characteristics such as race and poverty, the physical environment, and health. In this model, there are two paths to reduced health status: (1) the degradation of the physical environment; and (2) socio-demographic characteristics themselves. A lack of causal linkage could (incorrectly) be used to support inaction.

FIG. 2. Compounded disadvantage and its impacts on well-being. This figure shows how social standing, acting through a myriad of intervening social structures and processes, impacts on physical environments and health status to have additive or multiplicative impacts on overall well-being. Poor health status need not be causally linked to degraded physical environments because they are both impacts in their own right. The ongoing processes that support injustice as well as existing outcomes require action for positive change.
contaminants, including waste facilities and other noxious land uses, soil lead, and poor air quality.

These findings have served to mobilize a new form of environmental activism, organized around the pursuit of environmental justice. This movement, particularly in the United States, has emphasized the fight against environmental racism—that is, policies and practices that place facilities and pollution more frequently in the vicinity of people of color. Outside the United States, more limited attention has been paid to environmental justice. In the United Kingdom, Europe, and Canada, a few recent articles point to a rising interest amongst academics, but the issue has received considerably less emphasis among activists than in the United States.

Some of the core environmental justice writers, though concerned with exposure, are also advocating for more studies to show direct, causal linkages between poor environments and poor physical health (disease)—e.g., Bullard and Wright. Indeed, there is a tacit assumption that pollution exposure affects health in much of the environmental justice literature, but what is troubling is that the assumption of such linkages is often used to create doubt about the necessity for action by polluting industries and governments. For example, in a scathing methodological review of landmark environmental justice/equity studies, Bowen suggests that “…little to none of the research is meaningfully linked to actual exposure and associated public health effects” (10). This suggests that inequalities in the distribution of environmental exposures and risks are only a concern when a causal link to poor health can be demonstrated. We find this ethically unpalatable, since exposure to polluting facilities is an annoyance that may decrease quality of life (well-being)—for example through dust, odor, and reduced quality of local water bodies. Further, persistent concern about possible health risk is a psychosocial impact that should be seen as injustice in its own right. Thus, environmental justice and equity researchers need to be cautious about what may be gained by focusing on both expecting to determine causal links between environmental degradation and health and measuring health as disease alone (as opposed to a more holistic view of health).

**EQUITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT IN HEALTH RESEARCH**

In the last few decades, there has been a resurgence of interest in public and preventative health. Initially, this resurgence was focused on the impact of lifestyle change (e.g., the role of nutrition and exercise) on individual health, but it has now broadened to include interest in health equity, particularly in relation to the economic and social determinants of health. Within this literature, health is viewed holistically, as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” This is typically contrasted to a narrow bio-medical definition of health, which focuses exclusively on the physical manifestations of disease.

Recent literature on the social determinants of health focuses on the relatively poor health experienced by marginalized populations, including the poor and racialized groups. Research in this area has identified the so-called health gradient, whereby each successively lower level of socioeconomic status is accompanied by proportional declines in health status. In the United States, some of this literature has examined the connection between race and health. In health research, there seems to be a greater comfort with making strong claims about the injustice imbedded in inequalities in health. That is, differences in health—at least, those not caused by individual behaviors such as smoking or diet—are seen as fundamentally unjust. Reducing the systematic disparities in health between groups with different social advantages/disadvantages has become a goal of public health policy development and health service delivery in several jurisdictions.

By contrast, in much of the literature that specifically links health and the environment, studies about equity/justice are still relatively rare (but growing). Environment and health research which does address environmental justice can retain the narrow “single environmental cause to single disease impact” perspective (the doctrine of specific etiology) that is prevalent within the biomedical approach. For example, Landrigan et al. urge that, “documentation of linkages between health disparities and environmental injustice is an important step toward achieving environmental justice.” Indeed environmental and public health activists put health front and center in the environmental justice movement. We wholeheartedly agree, as long as it is not the only step and that absence of such linkages is not used as an excuse for inaction regarding either poor health outcomes or degraded physical environments (see Figure 2). There is increasing articulation in this literature of a more holistic view of how environmental exposures affect vulnerable individuals and communities.

Figure 1 represents a common view of how health inequities, and environmental justice may be connected through causal linkages between degraded environments and poor health outcomes. There are some encouraging examples of how communities can organize to see that environment and health studies are done, and corrective actions are taken. Unfortunately, our understanding of the specific connections between environment and health is limited by the tools available for linking exposure and disease. We are now able to identify and monitor the presence of toxins in the environment, and have developed various techniques (from laboratory methods to statistics) to understand their effects. Though the
associated toxicological and epidemiological techniques are potentially powerful, resources are typically scarce for governments, and particularly for affected communities who are often already impoverished. Thus, it remains extremely difficult in many cases to trace specific human disease impacts to particular contaminants in real world situations. For example, the doctrine of specific etiology is of limited value when dealing with real-world complexity (for example, in relation to cancer causation outside the toxicologist’s laboratory). Add to this epidemiologic study design limitations, modifiable areal unit problems, small number problems, and issues with lag time\(^{52,53}\) a plethora of issues present challenges for doing traditional cause-effect environment and health research in community settings. Though exposures may be demonstrable (top of Figure 1), linking various health impacts directly to those exposures may remain murky (bottom of Figure 1) despite continued advances in environment and health research. Two related limitations of environment and health research are (1) the so-called upstream determinants, or social causes, of exposures are often poorly explored and not considered reasonable points of intervention, and; (2) health is narrowly defined as disease rather than overall well-being—the latter being tacitly linked to environmental degradation broadly speaking.

**DISCUSSION: A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICE**

As described in the previous section, proving connections between environmental exposures and health outcomes is fraught with difficulties even for the well-resourced. At the same time, the rise of environmental justice as a mobilizing concern for marginalized communities suggests the need for a framework that can better capture the potential impacts of disproportionate exposure to contaminants on well-being. In addition, a framework is needed that makes sense in relation to a broader understanding of equity than is provided by environmental racism in the U.S. context, providing a more general and holistic approach to the environment-equity/justice-health nexus. With these issues in mind, we propose the heuristic outlined in Figure 2. Rather than emphasizing the causal connections between environmental exposures and health outcomes (as seen in Figure 1), this framework instead focuses on *compounded disadvantage* and its threat to well-being. Sometimes referred to as “multiple vulnerabilities” in the health literature,\(^{54}\) compounded disadvantage can be defined as the cumulative hardship experienced by marginalized populations as a result of multiple and overlapping challenges to well-being and autonomy. The challenges faced by marginalized populations can include what are labeled at the bottom of Figure 2 as “outcomes,” direct insults to health, degraded environments, or both. Further, certain groups may even be more susceptible to genetic damage that is compounded by social disadvantage.\(^{55}\) Yet it is important to recognize that these outcomes are each embedded in, or determined by, social processes and structures like the ones listed in the middle of the Figure 2. For example, racism and discrimination have been found to increase blood pressure,\(^{56}\) reduce mental health,\(^{57,58}\) and increase maladaptive coping strategies such as excessive alcohol consumption.\(^{59}\) At the same time, structural (and occasionally overt) racism has been observed in the siting of noxious facilities, as described earlier. Similarly, inadequate access to resources (i.e., poverty) can have both material and psychosocial effects on health,\(^{60}\) and at the same time limits the communities in which a person can afford to live. Thus, the likelihood of exposure to degraded environments may increase, for example, through adjacent contemporary or historical noxious land uses or as a result of deteriorating housing. The arrow points from such processes back to “social standing and identity” in the figure since these process and structures may reproduce communities (identities) that continue to feel powerless to affect change. Thus, many of the challenges faced by marginalized communities can impact on health and the environment independently, without a necessary causal relationship between the two—it is the institutionalized social processes that (re)produce both such outcomes that deserve to be at center stage.

Rather than emphasize only causal linkages between poor health and poor environments, this heuristic also builds on conceptions in the literature that stress the cumulative effects of marginalization. For example, Germonimou\(^{61,62}\) outlines the “weathering hypothesis,” suggesting that health deteriorates at an increased rate over time as a consequence of the cumulative impact of repeated experience with social or economic adversity and political marginalization.\(^{63}\) In addition to the direct effects of marginalization, the various coping strategies used to deal with—or challenge—these structural barriers exact their own health costs.\(^{54,65,66}\) MacEwen\(^{67}\) and others link this differential impact to the biophysical mechanisms of the stress response through the concept of *allostatic load*—the cumulative wear and tear on the body’s systems that results from the constant stress and repeated adaptation to stressors experienced by marginalized individuals.\(^{68}\)

The continuous activation of the stress response experienced by the marginalized is hypothesized to increase susceptibility to environmental contaminants as well.\(^{69}\) Building on the work of Sexton,\(^{70}\) Gee and Payne-Sturges\(^{71}\) posit that disadvantaged populations are more vulnerable to the effects of environmental hazards because the greater stress they experience could compromise immune resistance, enhancing vulnerability. They suggest that community and/or neighborhood conditions such as the vibrancy of the local economy, the condition of housing and infrastructure, the amount of crime, and the level of community organization can reduce or increase stress, and that this stress is mediated—either reduced or compounded—by individual stressors such as access to resources.\(^{54}\) Stress, in turn, is thought to increase vulnerability to environmental toxins, at the same time as it increases the risk of other adverse health outcomes, such as heart disease.\(^{72}\)

Importantly though, the nature of the environment-health connection is not the focus of the model in Figure 2.
Instead, the model emphasizes the constant and at times overlapping challenges experienced by the marginalized, and the consequent cumulative effects on well-being and back to individual and community identity. Approaching environmental justice investigations with this in mind would move the focus from proving environment-health links to assessing more holistically the types of health challenges faced by a particular community. By establishing the coincidence of poor environmental conditions, poverty, experience of racism, limited community “say” in local development/underdevelopment, and other factors that negatively influence health, a “total community burden” could be determined. In instances where the total community burden is high, it would be reasonable to assume that an unjust situation exists and the precautionary principle should be invoked. Using this approach, environmental injustice “hotspots” could be identified for intervention, and a clearer picture of the nature of compound disadvantage—one that takes into account the diversity of issues that affect marginalized populations, not just race and/or income—could be developed. The proposed framework takes the focus off the specific etiology of the poor health experienced by disadvantaged communities, and refocuses attention on the multiple, layered, and interacting experiences of disadvantage in those communities. By doing so, the door is opened for a wider range of approaches to the study of environmental justice, incorporating, for example, both qualitative and quantitative methods and integrated, interdisciplinary approaches to research and policy.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we outline the key facets of three discrete but overlapping bodies of literature—environmental justice/equity, inequalities in health, and environment and health. Building on the strengths and limitations within these literatures, and the need for a more holistic conception of the environment-equity-health nexus, we articulate a framework for understanding connections that are already developing in all three of these areas. We highlight the concept of compounded disadvantage as a way of understanding the multiple and overlapping health challenges faced by marginalized communities, and suggest that identifying environmental inequities need not be tied to proving a causal relationship between a specific environmental contaminant and a specific disease outcome. Thus, we advocate a precautionary approach for taking action on both the processes that produce environmental injustice and health inequalities and existing patterns of injustice which may be related to exposure alone. While the framework outlined here has the potential to move environmental equity research forward, on its own it does little to advance environmental justice. As Gee and Payne-Sturgess’ note, “reduction of the gap in health between advantaged and disadvantaged groups… may require interventions targeted at eliminating the gap in advantages themselves” (1650). Similarly, facilitating environmental equity may require a fundamental re-thinking of the socioeconomic and regulatory structures that lead to inequity and hence injustice. We agree with Masuda et al. who suggest that “addressing the disproportionate environmental burden experienced by vulnerable populations requires a deepened understanding and critique of complex power relations built into systems of environmental governance.” Without tackling these broader issues, frameworks for understanding equity—such as the one outlined above—will have little impact on the day-to-day lives of marginalized communities.
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